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Previous research has suggested that access and exposure to computing, social supports, preparatory privilege, a sense of belonging in computing, and a computing identity all contribute to women pursuing computing as a field of study or intended career. A recent study explores what helps young women persist in computing despite the obstacles they encounter.

Many individuals and organizations have worked tirelessly for years on the issues of how to recruit and retain more women and other historically underrepresented individuals in the field of computer science. Much has been learned in recent years about practices that could work to interest and retain these individuals. We know now, for example, that early exposure, access to rigorous computing classes, and having friends who also do computing are important for stimulating students’ interest in the field.

What we know less about is what makes some women persist and others not in the face of field-wide obstacles, such as computer science not being a graduation requirement in high school, male-dominated classes at most high schools and colleges, unhelpful stereotypes and media images, and subtle and outright biases from teachers, counselors, and even fellow students. In the face of all of this, how do some women persist? It’s this question that we set out to answer in our study comparing National Center for Women and Information Technology (NCWIT) Aspirations in Computing (AiC) Award winners and
women who had expressed interest in computing during high school, but then didn’t win the award or didn’t even apply.

**Literature Review**

Empirical research has exploded the myth that the reason for the gender gap in computing is because girls are simply less interested in computing than boys. Early access and exposure to computing experiences can spark interest in computing for girls and boys alike. Equally well-established, though, is the fact that youth have different degrees of access to and experience with computing. Research has shown patterns of inequity—of access and experience—based on gender, race, socioeconomic status, geographic location, primary language, and (dis)ability.

**Early Access and Exposure**

Jane Margolis and Allan Fisher offer a compelling description of social factors such as family expectations, peer groups, and consumer choices that come together to stimulate a nascent technology identity. For boys, these factors often converge to reinforce stereotypes that boys are “magnetically attracted” to computing. For girls, the story is somewhat different. There are girls who, with their parents (usually their dads), take computers apart and put them back together for fun and who have peer groups that do computing-related activities together, such as robotics. For some girls, however, these early experiences don’t coalesce into a seamless narrative of who they are, partly because they conflict with dominant narratives about what girls should like and do.

While exposure is necessary for sparking interest, it doesn’t inevitably lead to young women sticking with computing. Indeed, one study found that early exposure didn’t correlate strongly with young women’s decisions to pursue computer science (nor did age of first exposure, access to iPads and smartphones, “natural ability,” or pre-college computer science courses). On the other hand, social support, particularly from peers, emerged as one of the key factors associated with a female’s decision to major in computer science (along with sense of self-efficacy in computing-related areas such as puzzles, exposure to formal and informal computing science education, and awareness of computer science careers).

**Social Support: Peer and Community**

Starting in about middle school, peer groups become particularly influential as youth look to one another for affirmation and acceptance. Rachael Robnett and Campbell Leaper’s 2012 study on the role of social identity and self-concept in STEM career choices found that the stronger one’s identification with a peer group, the more internalized were group norms. The authors concluded, “Belonging to a friendship group that values STEM may help girls overcome negative expectations or prejudices regarding STEM achievement.” Other research has shown that building supportive networks for girls is critical because youth consider their peers as guides, especially when they lack adult mentors or role models.

The community in which young women live has been shown to have a strong influence on their exposure to other females who participate in non-traditional activities such as computing. Another important factor for young women choosing a career is input from people they respect. Young women are significantly more likely than young men to seek input about careers. Therefore, it’s important that the community knows to reinforce computing as a viable option.

**Preparatory Privilege**

While early computing access and exposure might not predict if an individual pursues computing, preparatory privilege derived from accumulated computing experiences—usually starting at home and propelled by informal computing experiences with friends—sets youth up for success later. This setup makes their transition into being a person who “does computing” appear seamless. Youth from families and communities that are less educated or less able to access out-of-school opportunities, for example, struggle not only with acquiring the competencies needed to succeed in computing classes but also have to navigate sociocultural and psychological barriers grounded in stereotypes about computer scientists and computing fields, implicit and sometimes explicit biases, isolation, and invisibility.

**Sense of Belonging**

A sense of belonging, or a feeling of “fit,” is important for supporting student interest and persistence; this becomes even more critical when we consider the wide variety of girls we would like to attract to computing. Subtle cues like sexist posters or “geeky” paraphernalia in a computer classroom or lab can suggest to girls and women that they don’t belong.
Less subtle messages such as teachers, counselors, or parents steering female students to nontechnical classes convey to young women that technology isn’t for them, even when they might have an interest or aptitude. Worse, even well-meaning adults sometimes believe that males have a “natural” talent for computing compared to females.23,24

Developing a Computing Identity

Drawing from their ethnographic study, Heidi Carlone and Angela Johnson theorize that science identity forms through the interactions of performance (behaving like a scientist) and competence (understanding of content). They further conclude that recognition (being seen by self and others as a scientist) is “a key component of science identity development.”20 It follows, then, that a discipline-based identity can’t develop without others around to reinforce it. Because identity is a fluid construct, borne of affordances and obstacles experienced, and nurtured (or neglected) by one’s community,4,19,20,25 the formative experiences a young woman has can support or undermine a nascent computing identity.

Methodology

Over a three-year period, from 2012 to 2015, 64 women were interviewed either individually by phone, videoconference, or in person, or via videoconference focus group. These women are all part of a larger mixed methods study currently underway that uses the NCWIT database of winners and nonwinners of the NCWIT AiC Award. Anyone who registered on the AiC website between 2009–2013, or who won the award in 2007 or 2008, was eligible to be included in the sample. In 2012, a survey was fielded with this sample that yielded about 1,500 usable responses. The interview sample was initially constructed from a random sample of the 1,500 survey respondents, but as nonwinners proved more difficult to recruit, we expanded our invitations to all nonwinners who completed the surveys. Multiple methods were used to contact nonwinners, including emails, texts, phone calls, and emails to parents. In the end, the interview portion of the study included 20 nonwinners and 44 winners.

This study’s scope ultimately will include three point-in-time surveys, interviews, and focus groups, as well as analysis of data gleaned from an online community that the AiC winners can participate in. This article considers only the extensive interview data; future work will synthesize findings from the other data sources.

All interviews and focus groups followed a similar semistructured protocol, exploring the women’s experiences with and perceptions about computing, their sense of belonging or identity relative to computing or engineering, as well as the interaction of their winner/nonwinner status with their attitudes and behaviors toward computing. All conversations were recorded and transcribed, with the transcripts uploaded to Dedoose, a cloud-based qualitative analysis program.

We used a semi-emergent approach to content analysis, in which we applied both content-based codes as well as codes that were emergent constructs in our data.26–29 To facilitate comparisons of qualitative and quantitative data,26 codes were created based on social cognitive career theory (SCCT) because our survey instrument was developed around these theoretical constructs (for example, outcome expectations and self-efficacy). SCCT examines the interrelated aspects of career development including how career and education interests evolve, how choices are made related to careers and education, and how success is measured and obtained in careers and education.26 Additional codes such as “belonging” were drawn from themes that emerged in reviews of the literature over the past 40 years and our data.1,25

Supportive and inhibiting factors and the women’s responses to both were coded in every transcript. These categories were further subcoded using the five metanarratives that M. Allison Kanny and her colleagues identified in their research review: individual background characteristics; family influences and expectations; structural barriers and affordances in K–12 education; psychological factors, values, and preferences; and perceptions of STEM fields.1 We added a sixth subcode, postsecondary barriers and affordances, because the majority of women who participated in the interview component of our study were in college or working.

During coding and analysis, the research team met regularly to define and refine codes and work toward interrater agreement. Each transcript was coded by at least two researchers, and all new subcodes were reviewed by a second member of the team to ensure they were consistently applied to the data.

Results

The women we interviewed were racially and ethnically diverse with the largest proportions being Caucasian/White, Asian/Pacific Islander, and Hispanic/Latina (41 percent, 30 percent, and 16 percent, respectively). The remaining women identified as
African-American/Black (8 percent), multiracial (3 percent), and Native American/Alaska Native/ American Indian (2 percent). The majority of our respondents (75 percent) were in college at the time they were interviewed, with five (8 percent) still in high school, two (3 percent) attending community college, two (3 percent) attending graduate school, and seven (11 percent) in the workforce/graduated. More than three-quarters of the women who participated in the interview portion of our study have persisted in computing. (Persistence in this context is defined as majoring or minoring in computer science or engineering and/or working in a technical computing job after college.) AiC Award winners in our sample were more likely to persist than nonwinners, but some nonwinners persisted as well (39 of 43, or 91 percent of winners versus 11 of 20, or 55 percent of nonwinners). In each of the four groups—winner/persister, nonwinner/persister, winner/nonpersister, and nonwinner/nonpersister—50 percent or more were women who faced “the double bind” of being underrepresented in computing due to both gender and race/ethnicity.

Interviews with both AiC Award winners and nonwinners contained excerpts we coded as “supportive factors” for persisting in computing as well as “inhibiting factors.” This was true whether or not the respondents ultimately persisted in computing. We found substantial variation within winner and nonwinner groups as well as the persister and nonpersister groups, discovering that both winners and nonwinners encountered supports and challenges along their educational paths through high school and college. Winners, though, tended to talk at greater length and with more examples of supports and inhibitors they experienced relative to computing. One reason for this result is that AiC Award winners, particularly the national award winners (30 of the 43 winners in our sample) who won the most competitive version of the AiC high school award, are presented with numerous educational and professional opportunities, as well as cohort support through direct communications from NCWIT and a Facebook group hosted by NCWIT. Persisters—whether or not they were AiC Award winners—discussed more computing-related experiences overall than nonpersisters, and their interview data contained more supportive factors.

How do we make sense of these patterns? What can we learn from these women’s lived experiences? In the pages that follow, we present a series of profiles to put faces to the ways in which supportive (and inhibiting) factors play into women’s pursuit of computing. These profiles are presented not as individual cases but rather as representative of the trends we see in the approximately 60 hours of data we’ve analyzed. These profiles serve to convey a sense of the breadth of the entire qualitative sample.

In the first profile, the respondent’s story demonstrates the supportive forces of family, community, and school structure all working toward her choice of a computer science major. In the second, the respondent’s story shows how individual interest and aptitude aren’t always enough to sustain a pursuit in computing, even when structural affordances are present. Significantly, in the second profile, she has supportive factors, but they’re neither pervasive nor redundant.

Profile 1: Persisting in Computing
Joan (all names used in this article are pseudonyms), a White woman, grew up in the Pacific Northwest in one of the densest technology hubs in the US. When asked how she became interested in computing, Joan said, “One [reason] is a product of the environment in which I was growing up. All of the kids were, like, you know, ‘CS is so cool.’” Another reason was her family:

My mom’s a computer scientist…. She always really talked about how cool it is. My dad’s not a computer scientist, but he’s always, like, yeah, I need help programming things so can you, please, program this for me? I just got a lot of experience in general, I think, also hearing both of them talk about [pause], like, not just their jobs, but about the world in general.

Joan had multiple opportunities to engage with computer science through advanced placement computer science (AP CS) and competitions during high school:

Other than AP CS and that [high school-wide] competition, I did a lot of robotics. Starting in 9th grade, 9th and 12th grade, I basically did a lot of robotics, like, went to a lot of competitions for that. And there’s always a programming aspect to it. And I was the programmer for a couple of those years, like, the main programmer.

Joan had a core group of male and female friends from elementary school that she attended middle and high school with and participated with in out-of-school activities:
A lot of us throughout elementary school and onward, you know, we’d do, like, math competitions, things of that nature. You end up, I mean, yes, some of your friends are girls, but also some of your friends are guys. And I think [it was] that same group of people that we ended up joining robotics with and doing AP computer science with.

On creating a network of support, she noted, “People, like, in my so-called network, like, they exist right next to me. So it’s not like I made any effort at all.”

She applied once for the AiC Award and won. Afterward, Joan attended a prestigious university well-known for its gender-balanced CS program. She was double majoring in CS and international business. Although still in college when we interviewed her, she had already worked for several organizations—small startups, nongovernmental organizations, and large companies.

Profile 2: Not Persisting in Computing

Sophia, a Latina woman, grew up in California’s Central Valley and described her surroundings this way: “My community, they didn’t really do much about technology because it’s more of an agricultural town.” Her mother “is a homemaker,” and her father “is a dairy cow milker.” Sophia explained:

[My parents] were really focused on me getting a higher education because they wanted me to get that since they couldn’t get that when they were young ‘cause they didn’t really know about that. So they tried to, like, get a lot of information on college and how to get me into tutoring. They put me in all these extracurricular activities when I was in junior high…. And they convinced me to [take] AP classes, honors classes, and to challenge myself so I could get into a better college.

Sophia attended a public high school that had one elective computing course for 3,000 students, which was taught by the Integrated Engineering teacher. Sophia said this teacher “would give us [girls] more side projects so we’d be more interested because he was worried we’d get out, like, on the second week.” He also encouraged her to apply for the AiC Award, which she did once, although didn’t not win. When describing her experience in her computing class, Sophia said,

I really liked it … I liked hands-on things, so it was really fun doing all the hands-on projects. I enjoyed the software. I thought it was interesting…. [A]t first I was, like, oh, maybe I want to do something with technology.

But technology wasn’t prevalent in Sophia’s life other than the one computing class:

Everyone pretty much has a job that’s kind of agricultural, or there’s the lawyers and the doctors. There aren’t very many, like, computer people. [And at school], mmn, well, the [computer] class, they didn’t, people didn’t really know that class existed so they didn’t really opinionate about it. ‘Cause it was one of the smaller classes that you had to, like, ask about it to even know about it.

Sophia’s experience in trying to integrate her interest with technology with her sense of belonging in her community contrasts directly with Joan’s experience:

I mostly found that, like, animal science-wise, I was around agricultural more. So I kind of experienced it more, and I got to take, like, an animal science class in my high school, so I was exposed to that. I found out, oh, I really like it…. and I want to do medicine or, like, something I can do with animals, and I really enjoyed it. And then the fact that all my family is in the Central Valley … it would be easier for me to find a job after I graduate, there, based on if I’m a veterinarian or something based on animal science.

When asked why she didn’t pursue CS, Sophia said that she felt she had to choose between computing or veterinary medicine in college because she “couldn’t see how to integrate the two.”

Joan and Sophia can be seen as existing at almost opposite ends of a computing access continuum. In the second profile, we see clear interest and even exposure to computing. Sophia’s school offered both curricular and extracurricular computing activities. Through that engineering teacher, she did volunteer tech support in her community for older adults. But her exposure to computing wasn’t undergirded by familial understanding or community support for what it meant to be in computer science. Her computing activities were enough to pique her desire to major in CS but not enough to sustain it. In contrast, Joan’s profile, and her persistence in the field, seems almost like a foregone conclusion, even to her. Joan sits squarely on the extreme end of the spectrum with multiple
factors supporting her choice and telling her she belongs.

Profiles 3–5: Persisting in Computing against Odds

Lest these profiles give the impression that there are two distinct pathways, we include three additional cases that reflect the ways in which a community of support can connect the dots for girls and women who might not otherwise find their way and can help them build their computing identity.

**Anvi.** An Indian woman, Anvi immigrated to the US with her parents when she was high school age. She had limited support from her parents in the sense that they had no experience with college or the US educational system and hadn’t attended college themselves. Also unhelpful, Anvi had a school counselor who treated her like she was “dumb…. She recommended that I take Microsoft Office and not Introduction to Java …. She always underestimated me.” Adults aside, Anvi’s friends offered little support for her computing interests, not because they eschewed them but because, as she said, “None of my friends know anything about computing.”

Anvi recalled her first years in high school as a low point in her life. Computing changed that:

> I had this really bad GPA ‘til, like, sophomore year and then took computer science and loved it. My GPA, it, like, instantly was better because I actually knew what I wanted to do with my life, so I was actually doing better.

She became close with her CS teacher, who was her supporter thereafter. Winning the AiC Award reinforced the confidence Anvi had begun to feel around computing. It also gave her connections with other like-minded girls, an opportunity to develop an app, entrance into a valuable internship, entrance to the Grace Hopper Conference, and more, as the following excerpt shows:

> I’ve talked to so many people …. [NCWIT] has definitely helped me do that …. I was at a community school, so if I were to forward my resume to anyone, it would have been hard to get that [company name] internship, so definitely it really helped my technical career. And also it, it’s a great booster to talk to other girls. I would have still continued doing computer science, but definitely NCWIT has given me so many opportunities that I wouldn’t have gotten if I wasn’t a part of it.

Beyond her own sense of computing self-efficacy, critical to Anvi’s persistence in computing was having a caring CS teacher who took a personal interest in her and the AiC Award win:

> When I got the NCWIT certificate, I gave it to [my teacher], and she hung it. She still has it on her wall. I feel like if she wouldn’t have told me that I’m good enough, then I guess I would have never believed that I was. You know, you need somebody to tell you you’re good enough.

Anvi was majoring in CS at a four-year university when we spoke with her. Her profile exemplifies the situation of many women who, without the one caring CS teacher and without some network like the AiC Award winner community, might not end up persisting. Anvi didn’t have any more exposure to computing over time than Sophia had, but winning the award opened up a world for her that she wouldn’t have known about otherwise.

**Stephanie.** An Asian-American woman, Stephanie applied for but didn’t win the AiC Award in high school. Her real interest in CS actually didn’t come until after college: “When I came into college, I knew that I was going to be a neuroscience major, and I also knew that computer science was useful for conducting research. So I decided to take a couple of computer science classes, and it turned out that I really, really enjoyed them.” Computing appealed to Stephanie because, as she said, it “is very math based …. it clicks with me.” She added, “It’s very applicable to any field I might want to do in the future.”

Stephanie felt that her interest in STEM was influenced by her Asian upbringing:

> I think Asian parents have a tendency to want their children to do math and science and engineering, like, work in STEM fields. At least for my family, it’s because my dad does math and sciences, and so he obviously wants to project that onto me. And I know a lot of my other Asian friends have parents who are engineers or scientists.

Despite her interest, her high math self-efficacy (she was president of the math club in high school), and her familial encouragement, Stephanie encountered obstacles. She recalled a biased mentor she and a male partner shared in a tech internship, saying that in their weekly meetings, he would “usually direct most of the questions to my partner, even if it was about a part that I worked on. And so I would
have to, like, try to fit, I would try to edge my way in to answer the question because he was directing it at my partner. But it was, like, I knew the answer to the question ‘cause I was working on it!’

She said she didn’t know what to do about it: “I wasn’t really sure [laughs] how to deal with it. I just kind of would, like, he would [pause] . . . I think usually my partner would look at me, and then I would say something.”

So while her family and her cultural background were supportive factors in some ways for her pursuit of computing, she noted that she had to unlearn some other traits she was praised for as a child:

I’m from an Asian family, and I remember as a child, people would tell me that I was obedient if I didn’t say much…. I think that [pause], just subconsciously, I thought that it would be good to be quiet.

She mentioned that, during one internship, she was part of a “Lean In” group with other female interns, where they generally talked about “feeling and looking more confident when talking to male colleagues.”

When discussing her college experiences, though, Stephanie described a very supportive environment:

Another reason that I’m doing more computer science now is ‘cause at [elite university], I’ve met a lot of close friends who are insanely good at computer science. I’m surrounded by all these amazing people, and it kind of influenced me to do more computer science. Most of my male friends are either math or computer science majors, and most of my female friends are bioengineering.

When asked if she had a Lean In group in college like she participated in during her internship, she replied, “I think that the [university] community is in general very supportive of women, and so we haven’t felt the need to have a special group.”

Stephanie’s opportunity to attend college at her STEM-focused university not only brought with it a peer community who shared a STEM identity but a specific computing community she aspired to be part of. Her experiences with a supportive male partner in her internship and a supportive female peer group in a different internship helped her navigate what could have been very discouraging experiences. Unlike Sophia, Stephanie came to understand how to integrate her academic interests and how to best position herself in the future job market. As she said, “I think it’s very applicable to any field I might want to do in the future. Like, whether or not I want to do, I guess, software engineering in industry or academic research, et cetera, I think computer science is pretty applicable.” But her path wasn’t nearly as unencumbered as Joan’s.

Martha. A White high school student, Martha repeatedly applied for the AiC Award and didn’t win. She reflected:

I guess it wasn’t really particularly discouraging until like senior year when I realized … basically everyone in my school who has applied has gotten some sort of nomination or something. And I find that very strange because I think my year, only me and my other friend who was on the robotics team applied. And she got it, and I didn’t. I was, like, whatever. But since then, it’s been four or five girls!

She also encountered many stereotypes about what girls could do in computing, some of which she initially seemed to internalize:

Especially when I was younger, I was a lot more discouraged about that because I thought, like, my brother, he’s my twin brother actually, we grew up in the same exact household, like, we did all the same exact things, but he just can act like he knows a ton about computers. I probably know just as much as him, but at first I was, like, just leave all the computer stuff to my brother because he can figure it out.

Of the girlfriends that she started computing with, she said, “[They] end up kind of backing off and being like, ‘Oh, I’ll do just the web design.’”
Although Martha started in a place similar to her friends, her robotics experience proved pivotal:

I think my freshman year, I actually joined the robotics team because I wanted to do art and stuff. I joined for the 3D animation part, and then I got stuffed into the more technical parts, like helping out with the robot. [At first], I wouldn’t touch the robot I was scared to I thought I’d break it. My senior year, I was the team captain, so there was obviously a large shift. [Now] I want to know [the very technical parts], I want to understand it.

She found support from boys on her robotics team:

It’s actually great ‘cause I’ve built a friend group, through my robotics team, a bunch of guys who are just totally willing to show me. They’ll really teach anyone because that’s just the sort of people they are. That’s pretty great.

These friends also encouraged her to take AP CS, which Martha described as “the coolest class I’ve taken in all of high school.”

When we spoke with her, Martha was planning to attend college and major in CS, but without a supportive parent or teacher, and other encouragement once in college via peers or professors, she might not end up continuing through to a computing degree or career. Her frustration with gender stereotyping coupled with her relative lack of experience in CS could interfere with the identity she’s forging for herself as someone who “does computing.”

Discussion
The women in our sample who are persisting in computing had an early reinforced computing identity, their own supportive computing communities at home or in school, or found path-changing support in the AiC Award community. Joan had both the preparatory privilege and community and family support that set her up for success in her computing endeavors. Not once did she question whether she belonged in computing or doubt her computing identity. That she wouldn’t persist in computing didn’t seem to be a consideration. Both Anvi and Martha lacked the breadth of support that Joan had, but Anvi found the necessary encouragement through her teacher, which was then reinforced in multiple ways by being inducted into the AiC community. As a nonwinner, Martha has found support in her high school friend group, but she might lose that community support as she moves forward into college.

Sophia and Stephanie both lacked early experiences that might have developed into a more solid computing identity, and prior to college, neither had access to much of a computing community. As nonwinners, neither woman benefited from the robust support and community that AiC Award winners had. Nonetheless, Stephanie found her way to computing by being able to integrate computing into her research identity; the computing aspect of herself was further reinforced when she went to an elite, STEM-focused university. In contrast, Sophia lacked the breadth of experience and exposure to different ways that a computing identity could be expressed. She remained unable to figure out how to merge computing and animal sciences. Coupled with an inability to see how she could gainfully do computing professionally in her home community, Sophia opted to pursue another path.

Any one of these factors—early experiences that reinforce a computing identity, one’s own locally grown supportive community, or the AiC Award community—alone doesn’t seem to be sufficient to keep a woman in computing, despite early interest. Rather, our data as a whole suggest that it’s the bundling of several mutually reinforcing supportive factors that separate those who persist from those who don’t.

Our data suggest that the multiple supportive factors that contribute to women intending to pursue, or actually pursuing, computing include having

- sufficient exposure to learn computing skills, whether in school or out of school;
- sufficient community support, including teachers, parents, and peers; and
- respect and encouragement from other individuals in their computing journey.

The women who lacked these redundant supports, women like Sophia, were much more likely to not pursue their initial interest in computing, even if they didn’t perceive themselves as having been turned off to computing or didn’t recognize that they lacked a sufficient variety of external supportive factors. Indeed, women’s feeling of belonging (or not) in computing was influenced by many external, community factors in ways they themselves didn’t even realize.

Our data further suggest that it’s the combination of cumulative computing experiences, nurturing of computing self-efficacy, and having a community of support that together serve to develop and then
reinforce a computing identity, that is, “I’m someone who does computing, and I belong in this field.” Whether the community support comes via a parent, a teacher, a robotics coach, a group of girls, or a group of boys, community provides young women the backing necessary to navigate through barriers. Community might also include role models that demonstrate how young women might use computing in their own careers and how it will fit in with their other interests or talents. Finally, a community that supports women in computing literally connects women with myriad tangible opportunities that then become a self-reinforcing cycle of exposure and experience, as we saw particularly with the winners of the National AiC Award.

We’ll continue to examine our interview and focus group data for a better understanding of the sociocultural and structural supports for those women who did persist in computing despite not having the NCWIT Award to buoy them. What were their supports, and how did these supports influence the women’s paths? We’re especially interested in looking at the role that out-of-school time activities such as robotics, afterschool and summer computing clubs, hack-a-thons, and internships play in young women’s trajectories. These types of activities seem particularly powerful for many of the young women with whom we spoke. We’ll also more closely examine inhibiting factors for those winners and nonwinners who didn’t persist in computing or engineering, all the while testing our hypothesis that together community and cumulative support mediate the negative effects of entering a sometimes hostile school or work environment.

To this point, observation of the Facebook group the AiC Award winners can join suggests that the supports offered by this group could influence some women’s persistence in computing. In the next year, we plan to analyze the conversations in this group to learn more about how a “community” or “cohort effect” might influence women’s decisions about computing. We’ll be looking for what supports and barriers award winners have encountered and how they negotiated their way through to resolution.

In addition, in 2015–2016, we fielded the second survey with all the women in our database, that is, those who had expressed interest in computing by registering on the AiC website or applying to the AiC Award between 2007–2013. In the coming months, we’ll compare data from our first and second surveys to see if there were any attitudinal changes over time and to monitor the women’s persistence in the field. We’ll also compare and contrast analyses from our quantitative and qualitative datasets to try to better understand what influences persistence in computing.

Ultimately, findings from this research project will deepen the discipline’s understanding of what factors and environments encourage and discourage women’s persistence in computing, and how these factors interact with one another. These insights can, in turn, inform recruitment and teaching practices in computing for both high school and college instructors.
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